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The joke is over. Batman's greatest enemy-his deadliest threat-is done toying with Gotham City.

Now he means to end the game and destroy them for good. The Joker's bloody-minded madness is

exceeded only by his twisted genius. He is the Clown Prince, the Pale Man, and his crimes turn the

world into one big sick joke. For him, evil is eternal. And when he unleashes his masterstroke, no

one-not Batman, not the Justice League, not all of Gotham's guardians-will be able to make the

laughter stop.As the Joker plays his endgame with the Batman, citizens, villains and heroes alike

must survive his deadly antics and come to terms with who the Joker is and what he means to

them.THE JOKER: ENDGAME collects BATMAN #35-40, ARKHAM MANOR: ENDGAME #1,

BATGIRL: ENDGAME #1, BATMAN ANNUAL #3, DETECTIVE COMICS: ENDGAME #1 and

GOTHAM ACADEMY: ENDGAME #1!
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I have been a fan of the dark knight since the eighties and this story was awesome! Bats did what

he wanted to do and it was a constant rush.



This story was pretty raw. It was somewhat of a hard read, they really dive into the twisted state of

who the Joker is

Every once in a while I like to treat myself to a nice hardcover batman comic. I enjoyed reading out

of this. The pages, cover and binding are all good quality and I expect it to last a long time

especially since I baby my comics. This one does not match the other volumes. It seems to sort of

be it's own special edition. I would totally recommend this unless you're anal about your comics

being consistent.The story itself is great as well of course. Great read.

One of the greatest stories of Batman and the Joker. It has everything you could ask for. From

justice league to the bat family to all the Arkham villains. Joker proves yet again he is the greatest

threat of all.

One of my favorite comic series streamlined into this graphic novel. Another classic Joker story

showcasing his madness and his always questionable origins. This really is a great ending, where

the joke is on everyone.

Well received

This actually collects Batman 35-40 (not 35-39 like description said when I placed my pre-order)

plus some other goodies. I feel like this is Batman - End Game (Extended Version) You get more to

the story, most of which is pretty cool. I absolutely love the End Game story by Snyder collect in the

Batman Vol 7. The only thing I wasn't too into was Arkham Manor Endgame... but I like that they

collected it here. I guess I got lucky, I was only charged 11 bucks for this due to when I

pre-ordered...and it was at my door step when I got home from work. I think this was a great buy. As

usual, Capullo's art is amazing. Batman & Joker fans should definitly pick this up. If you are on the

fence on getting this or Batman Vol 7 ..... I would say get this version. Unless you are anal about

having gollected all Batman volumes and you do not want to miss Vol 7...then I say, why not both? I

would have dropped the score to a 3 if they did not include issue 40. The conclusion needed to be

here.

What a great book, I've been dying to get my hands on Jokers End Game ever since I read Joker

Death in the Family.I brought the book and received it from 3 to 4 days. I wasn't suspecting it to be



on my doorstep so quick!!!
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